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ABOUT OUR COMPANY
The management team behind Vehicle Data was the first in The Middle East to provide expert car valuation
services.When you enlist the services of Vehicle Data, you get the expertise and experience of people who
know the industry inside out.
The original Car Valuation was established in 2000.
The mission was simple: To provide reliable car valuations and specifications to the people and companies of
the Arab Emirates.
Now times are changing rapidly we are updating our systems using Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning techniques to further support our inhouse and outbound valuation experts.
We still strive to deliver this original mission statement — more than 20 years after it was first created. We
take enormous pride in giving people access to accurate car valuations. And we’re equally passionate about
customer service.

ACCURATE PRICING OF

ACCURATE

AVOID FRAUDULANT

TPL POLICIES.

COMPREHENSIVE

CLAIMS.

POLICY PRICING.

Our VIN-decoder and
proprietary database can
check the history, VIN
number and specifications
of a vehicle in seconds. Car
Valuation’s technology helps
you to identify suspiciously
over-insured cars .a

Car Valuation’s VIN-decoder
can provide you with a
vehicle’s year, make, model,
trim, and modifications
quickly and efficiently. You
can then use this information
to calculate the ideal price for
TPL policies.

Avoid under-insuring vehicles
with a combination of Car
Valuation’s VIN-decoder
technology and an extensive
database of vehicle details.

Vehilcedata.ae and CarReport are part of
eData Management Solutions
Al Saqr Business Tower, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
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CEO
STATEMENT
As first in the Region we introduced Car Valuation already
in 2009!
Now we are back with a the best valuation
product ever! eData is the first company combing
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning to support its
valuation team with the best possible data.
This is never been seen in the Middle Easty and ensurs
all our customers to get the best possible data and most
accurate values.
Car Valuation, we are passionate about providing accurate
and reliable vehicle valuations services you can rely on. We
utilize Big Data with various machine learning techniques to
accurately value cars for finance and insurance companies.
Thanks to our expertise and tireless research, we offer one
of the most sophisticated car valuation services in the GCC.
We start all our client relationships by getting to know the
business we’re helping. Once we have a full understanding
of your business’s goals and strategic requirements, we’ll create a bespoke solution that helps you to make
decisions with confidence.
Whether you need to accurately price a car insurance policy or issue finance for a vehicle, we can help. We also
provide car valuation services for companies who need to buy and sell cars.
We have developed longstanding relationships with companies in many sectors. Our clients include OEMs,
distributors, finance providers, insurance providers, and government agencies.

PERSONALIZED PREMIUMS
AND LOWER CLAIMS

Have the system check for bulk Vin “Chassis”
at once to assist in underwriting fleets with
much lesser time in checking history and
confirm the LR provided from the insured.

,,
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eData Statistics

Our passion for excellence
inspired us in the beginning and
continues to drive us today.
We pride ourselves on offering a
superior valuation tools and
establish long-term relationships
with our customers, like we do
successfully for many years.

Benefits for YOU!

1. Insurance Co. will know their position within the market
share.
2. Look into new schemes/ product/ strategy that can
increase your portfolio and enhance your LR
3. With historical and future valuation can give you a future
plan passed on insurance company interests and strategy.
4. GCC / Non GCC of share in market along with claim
history will give insurance company indication how it can
react or plan for future schemes/ strategy for GCC/ Non GCC
vehicles on their own share of business interests.
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Japanese Manufacturers led
the automotive searches in
the United Arab Emirates.
The big 2 players, Toyota and
Nissan, taking up around 40
percent of the whole market.

MARKET SHARE BY MAKES

The Nissan Patrol is the most
favorite car of the UAE.
The Land Cruiser is not too far
behind but there was almost 1%
reduction in queries for the
same.
Other Notable trend is that out
of top 20, 18 are from Japanese
manufacturers.

MARKET SHARE BY MODELS
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HIGHEST VALUED

BUGATTI CHIRON was the most Valued car in April,
Valued at
AED 10,702,680

MOST POPULAR

NISSAN PATROL

is undoubtedly the MOST favourite
car in the UAE with almost 12% market share.
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MARKET SHARE BY COLOURS

Grayscale colors (white, black, gray, and silver) represent a total of
71.04% of all vehicles on the road in the United Arab Emirates. White
sits atop the list as the most popular choice with a share of 34.96%.
Followed by Black with 15.44%
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MARKET SHARE BY FUELTYPE

Overall in 2021 2022 MAR, Petrol engine
vehicles accounted for 95.6.% of all
searched vehicles across the UAE. Diesel
Engines took a share of 2.8%

Even though Having less market share
than conventional fuel,
Electric and Hybrid Vehicles are gradually
gaining their position in market. As of
APRIL EV has 1.45% and Hybrids have
0.0.1% share in UAE market
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ENGINE STATS

2.0L was still the most popular
engine capacity in May taking up

14% of market closely followed
by 3.5L taking up more than 10%
on an average the smaller
engine sizes have gained
more market share this
Month

4,6 and 8 were
the most common cylinder
configuration for vehicles in
UAE for APRIL
4 Cylinder cars taking up more
than 55% of market share
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MODEL YEAR ANALYSIS

The year of purchase is an
essential factor to be considered
in the car valuation process. If a
car is older than 10 years, it will
significantly impact the price of
the car. As Expected, the
Valuation of the latest Models
were significantly higher at an
average than of cars from as old
as 5 years ago.

VALUE BY MODEL YEAR

It goes without saying that the
number of kilometers driven is
inversely proportional to the
value of a car. In order words,
the higher the number of
kilometres in your car’s
odometer, the lower its
valuation. It is obvious and also
understood from the analysis
that older cars have bigger
numbers on their odometers
MILEAGE BY MODELYEAR
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VEHICLE IMPORT ANALYSIS

13.4% of all cars

were Non-GCC Spec

*HAVE ACCIDENT RECORDS

Compared to April, May
reported More than 55%
of all NON GCC SPEC Cars
Imported to the UAE had Prior
Accident History. With our Data and VIN
search Capability, YOUR Insurance
Company can get full AND Detailed
reports about each vehicle, Imported/
GCC/NON GCC

ACCIDENT STATS OF IMPORTED CARS
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AVERAGES OF MAY

AVERAGE MILEAGE : 146600 Kilo Meters

AVERAGE PRICE: AED 70400
AVERAGE MODEL YEAR: 2012
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